
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Miss Jane and Miss Agnes were very much ______________ with the
early primroses.
1.

(pleased/pleasing)
pleased

This being the case, it was ______________ to see how soon Philippa got
over her passionate fits, and was ready to behave as though nothing had
happened.

2.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

It would be ______________ to know how he squared matters with his
warriors.
3.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

Air to be given at all opportunities, to produce sturdy, short-
______________ wood.
4.

(jointed/jointing)jointed

It is ______________ to note in figure 19 that Vander Woerd's machine, to
avoid the problems outlined in his patent, has returned to a starkly simple
design.

5.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

Her dark, rich- ______________ beauty glowed its contrast to his cool,
northern type.
6.

(coloured/colouring)
coloured

Here Dickens lived in 1835 at No. 15, and here also he lived subsequent to
his marriage with Catherine Hogarth in the ______________ year.
7.

(followed/following)
following

It is ______________ to note that for many years this process of transfer
printing was developed side by side with the older method of porcelain
painting, and until the end of the 18th century the processes appear to have
been used at Worcester quite independently.

8.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

Hence, it is not ______________ that even those inflated estimates of the
number of men furnished the Confederate army fall far short of the estimated
military population.

9.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

I saw myself on a winter night relating this very story of adventure to an
old gray-haired, bronzed- ______________ father, and a mother whose
parting kiss still lingered on my lips, to my younger brother, and sister.

10.

(faced/facing)

faced
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Samuel agreed with Bertha; he did not like to see his dear old friend
treated in this way; he seemed very much ______________ about it, and
Bertha almost thought she heard him growl.

11.

(distressed/distressing)
distressed

For a time not a word was spoken by any one, while the well-nigh
______________ girl clung to Daniel Boone sobbing as if her heart would
break.

12.

(exhausted/exhausting)
exhausted

It is not used so now in the ______________ States.13. (united/uniting)United

They could not create citizens of the ______________ States by any
direct or indirect proceeding.
14.

(united/uniting)
United

He was ______________ to find himself unrecognized.15.
(surprised/surprising)

surprised

The absent- ______________ man is oblivious of ordinary matters,
because his thoughts are elsewhere.
16.

(minded/minding)
minded

It is not ______________ that Mr. Francis Day was pleased with what he
saw; for Madras is not without beauty.
17.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

This has been proved to have a marked effect, but it is ______________
to note that the idea is by no means new.
18.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

Did the black- ______________ daughter beg for a new dress?19.
(eyed/eyeing)

eyed

Now all this did not happen without causing vexation to Antonio, who was
not much ______________ with this method of procedure on the part of the
Pope, and who would have liked to do everything by himself.

20.

(pleased/pleasing)

pleased
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